Titleist

Unchallenged tournament leader for the

17th straight year

Titleist has been played by more professionals and amateurs in big-time competition than any other ball... look at the record.

ACUSHNET GOLF BALLS

SOLD THRU GOLF COURSE PRO SHOPS ONLY • REMEMBER: NO ONE IS PAID TO PLAY TITLEIST

For more information, circle number 219 on card.
La Costa Country Club is considered by experts to be one of the finest golf clubs built in the United States in years. It was chosen last year as the site of The Haig & Haig Mixed Scotch Tournament and The C. B. S. Classic.

The impressive golf car fleet at La Costa consists of one hundred deluxe Cushman Electric Golf Cars. Trojan Mileage Master Golf Car Batteries are used exclusively in the Cushmans at La Costa.

Eddie Susalla, General Manager, is shown at the left with Golf Professional Don Whitt.

LA COSTA COUNTRY CLUB, CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA
When your club's grounds committee is about to decide on a watering system, stop, ask this question:

"How can we protect our most costly new investment?"
Choose Cast Iron Pipe
...you can't go wrong

Golf course sprinkling systems are not alike. Some work well. Others have to be replaced or repaired, after only a few years. But they are all a major investment. That's why it makes sense to buy cast iron pipe and install your watering system just once.

Cast iron pipe will give you years of trouble-free service, because it's been tested and proved on golf courses like yours. Only cast iron pipe gives you all of these benefits:

• Cast iron pipe withstands surge pressures—won't burst with sudden pressure changes commonly found in golf course sprinkling systems.

• Cast iron pipe has far greater crushing strength. Backfilling can't pinch or collapse it, as it can when nonrigid, thin-wall pipe is used.

• Cast iron pipe taps better. Joints are as strong as the pipe itself—pressure is easily maintained—leaks are prevented.

• Cast iron pipe can't absorb water and therefore doesn't freeze and crack.

CAST IRON PIPE
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION • AN ASSOCIATION OF QUALITY PRODUCERS DEDICATED TO HIGHEST PIPE STANDARDS

Get help on your irrigation system plans with the industry's most complete booklet. Contains vital design and installation tips. Mail the coupon for free 20-page booklet.

Wallace T. Miller, Managing Director
Cast Iron Pipe Research Association
3440-G Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60601
Please send me a copy of your booklet, "Golf Course Irrigation."

Name ___________________________
Position _________________________
Name of Course ___________________
Address _________________________
City __________________ State ____ Zip Code ________


McLAUGHLIN

Range, Miniature,
Pro Shop Golf Balls

Made of finest materials, carefully supervised. Covers contain the new DUPONT NEOPRENE HC for maximum durability. Finest URETHANE enamel used.

********

WANT TO SAVE ON RANGE BALLS?

Have your culls rebuilt the McLAUGHLIN way. Exclusive process gives them same durability as new range balls. Covers and paint the same as our new range balls.

********

Range and miniature supplies and equipment. Send for catalog. Used balls bought, sold and exchanged.

Free samples of balls on request.

********

YOU CAN PAY MORE —
BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER!

HUGH J. McLAUGHLIN & SON, Inc.
614 N. Indiana Avenue, Crown Point, Indiana
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How International helps take the drudgery out of spring work

Consider just a few of the jobs you could zip through in a few weeks with a new International® 2424 turf tractor:

- Raking thatch, matted leaves, other debris. Early taming of rough, before it gets beyond you.
- Aerating, fertilizing and reseeding, in the same operation. Rolling fairways.
- Spraying for early kill of ivy and other broad leaf plants, giving your grasses a chance for quick dominance.
- Building new service roads, driveways, walks and terraces. Expanding parking lots. Spreading gravel.
- Planting or moving trees. Knocking out dead trees. Grubbing stumps.
- Loading out old trap sand. Building new traps. Cleaning or widening water obstacles.
- Relocating tees — shaping, grading, spreading topsoil, seeding.

Just a partial list of spring chores, but the 2424 will put you on top of them so fast you’ll probably want to schedule other projects — the ones you’ve been putting off for years.

And this is the same tractor which will keep you ahead of your mowing later
on. Quite a combination. 47 hp (43.5 Diesel) in a low profile tractor that out-maneuvers every other tractor in the compact class.

The tightest turning radius (8½'). The shortest wheel base (70”). Only 51 inches to the top of the hood. And the only tractor in this class with full-time hydrostatic power steering.

A differential lock that feeds power to both rear wheels regardless of traction. No spin-out. No gouging of turf even when you start up from a dead stop on an up-slope. And on side hills it holds the nose straight, prevents down-drifting.

Dual range transmission with 8 forward and 2 reverse speeds (8 and 8 optional for loader work). Live, constant running power take-off. Draft-sensing 3-point hitch. Live hydraulics. Wide, high-flotation tires. And more. Much more.

You'll just have to get the rest of the story from your IH dealer. Maybe a demonstration? And he'll be glad to talk several different methods of financing. One, two or three years to pay. Deferred payments—up to three a year with no extra charge. Leasing. Leasing with a purchase option. Or you suggest something. He wants to make a deal!

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
The people who bring you the machines that work
from the first tee to the last green

Power Equipment helps you build and maintain your turf. Here are some examples of the equipment you can use:

**SOD CUTTER**
Trade fresh turf from your sod nursery to tees, greens, or any worn area quickly and economically. Strip old sod or cut new sod as fast as 200 feet per minute. Choice of models.

**SPREAD-RITE**
Get maximum results from aerating: follow it up with uniformly distributed applications of top dressing, turf builder, or fertilizer—according to condition of turf.

**ROLLAIRE**
Firm down new sod ... roll in seed ... blacktop ... with back-and-forth power rolling. Static or vibratory models ... up to 1/2 ton compaction in a single big drum.

**SPIKEAIRE**
Touch control power disc spiking aerates and softens your greens even in hot weather with no surface disturbance.

See us at the Turf-Grass conference—Booths 510-514
maintain a tournament quality course

RENOVAIRE
Match the quality of your fairways to your greens—aerate every 2 to 4 weeks with the tractor drawn, contour aerating Renovaire. Choice of coring, slicing, or renovating tines.

GREENSAIRE
Superfine aerating removes 36 cores per square foot of green, provides immediate relief of compaction, leaves greens immediately playable!

MATAWAY
Turn cores into top dressing... control grain... lift out dense thatch—this kind of care with the Mataway (or Ren-O-Thin) helps keep heavily used greens in top condition!

Ryan builds equipment for every golf course, large or small, and for every turf maintenance need. Judge it by mechanical quality, by the work it does, by the labor you save: by any standard, Ryan equipment helps you build and maintain a better quality course from the first tee to the last green. This year, get acquainted with the Ryan units you haven’t used—and check over the many improvements Ryan has made in the dependable units you’ve been using. See your Ryan distributor or write:

Manufacturers of WORLD FAMOUS Turf Equipment
Ryan
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
2055 WHITE BEAR AVE., ST. PAUL, MINN.

For more information circle number 105 on card
...in just one year we have had an income from rental to equal the purchase price."

Reggie Pink, Inc.
295 Central Avenue
White Plains, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Another golf season is about to commence for my members at
Pines Ridge ...

At the beginning of last season we purchased twenty-one
HARLEY-DAVIDSON gasoline golf cars from you for rental to
our members. As you must realize a contented golf club
member produces a contented golf club manager. Our purchase
of these cars has gone a long way towards this goal.

We have found, after experimenting with many makes and models,
that the HARLEY-DAVIDSON golf car is far ahead of the field.
A simple program of basic maintenance is all that was necessary
to insure 100% availability for rental. All repairs were
made with ease due to the accessibility of the car engine.
Consequently, no loss of rental time. And in just one year we
have had an income from rental to equal the purchase price.

But above all, our members have enjoyed hundreds of rounds
of safe, comfortable and trouble free golf.

Very truly yours,

Robert Murray
Manager

21 Harley-Davidson golf cars in use at Pines Ridge Country Club, Ossining, N. Y., have paid for themselves in one season's use. This un-
solicited letter was written by Mr. Robert Murray, Manager. If your experiences are not similar, why not ask your Harley-Davidson dealer for a
demonstration of a gas or electric golf car; or write Sales Manager, Golf Car Division, Harley-
Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.